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You can quickly add a current date to Excel using the keyboard's quick access keys. Aside from the quick use of the date using this method, it doesn't change every time the sheet is opened, as happens with some Excel date features. Lifewire/Adrian Mangel Info in this article refers to versions of Excel 2019, 2016,
2013, 2010, 2007 and Excel for Mac. Labels can vary between Excel for Windows and Excel for Mac. You can quickly add a current date to any cell in the Excel sheet with the keyboard shortcut. A key combination to add a date to Excel: Ctrl; (half-time key) To add the current date to the sheet using only the keyboard:
Choose the cell where you want the date to appear. Tap and hold the Ctrl key on the keyboard. Tap and release the semi-colon key on the keyboard without releasing the Ctrl key. Release the Ctrl key. The default format for the date entered is the short-date format shown in the image above. Use a different keyboard
shortcut to change the format to the daytime month format. This Excel tip shows you how to quickly format dates using day-month-year formats (such as 01-Jan-14) in excel with keyboard quick keys. The key combination to add a date is: Ctrl and Shift (hash tag or number key) To format the date with the label keys: Add
a date to the cell in the sheet. If necessary, click on the cell to make it an active cell. Tap and hold the Ctrl and Shift keys on the keyboard. Tap and release the key to the hashtag on the keyboard without releasing the Ctrl and Shift keys. Release the Ctrl and Shift keys. The date is formatted in the format of the day
month-year, as shown in the picture above. Although it is not as common as dates in spreadsheets, adding current time with a keyboard shortcut can be used, among other things, as a time stamp. Time doesn't change after the time. Key combination to add time to Excel 2019, 2016, 2013, 2010 and 2007: Ctrl and Shift :
(colon key) To add the current time to the sheet using only the keyboard: Choose a cell where you want the time to appear. Tap and hold the Ctrl and Shift keys on the keyboard. Tap and release the colon key (:) on the keyboard without releasing the Ctrl and Shift keys. Release the Ctrl and Shift keys. The current time is
added to the sheet. Key combination to add date to Excel 2016 for Mac and Excel for Mac 2011: ⌘ (command) ; (semi-) To add the current time to the sheet using only the keyboard: Choose the cell where you want the time to appear. Tap and hold the command key on the keyboard. Press and release the key to the
keyboard without releasing the command key. Release the team The current time is added to the sheet. Sheet. The Excel Board shows how to quickly format the time in the Excel sheet with the keyboard's quick access keys. By default, Excel is formatted with a minute and AM/PM format (e.g. 10:33 AM). A key
combination for formatting time is: Ctrl and Shift (symbol) To format time with the label keys: Manually add time to the cell in the sheet. If necessary, select a cell to make it an active cell. Tap and hold the Ctrl and Shift keys on the keyboard. The press release on the key symbol ( ) on the keyboard - located above the
number 2 - without the release of Ctrl and Shift Keys. Release the Ctrl and Shift keys. The time will be formatted to show the current time per hour: minute and AM/PM format as seen in the image above. You can enter both date and time in the cell by using shortcut keys together. Press Ctrl; (semi-alcoholic) Tap
SpacePress Ctrl-Shift; The date and time will appear in the selected cell. If you want to change the date or time format entered into the Excel cell, you can use the keyboard shortcut to open the formatting dialog. The key combination to access format Cells dialogue is Ctrl No. 1 or ⌘ (team) No.1 Select the cell you want
to format. Tap and hold the Ctrl (Windows) or Command Key (Mac). Tap and release one key on the keyboard without releasing the Ctrl or Command key. Release the Ctrl or Command key. Format Cells dialog window opens. Make sure the No. Choose the format you want to use from the Date or Time category, and
select OK. If you need a chart in a hurry or want to check certain trends in the data, create a chart in Microsoft Excel at the touch of a button. Excel has a default chart that is activated using the keyboard's quick access keys. If you find the feature useful, customize different templates to better meet your needs in the
future. The instructions in this article refer to Excel 2019, 2016, 2013, 2010, 2007; Excel for Mac; and Excel for Microsoft 365. A quick chart keyboard shortcut adds a commonly used chart to the current sheet or to a separate sheet in the current workbook. Here's how to add a new chart to a new page in your existing
work book: Select the data you want to use in the chart. Click the F11 on the keyboard. The diagram is created and added to a separate sheet of the current work book. If the default settings have not been changed, a chart column is created when you click F11. Mac users may need to hold the Fn key when they press
any functional keys, such as F1. In addition, some features, such as F11, may not work if macOS hotkeys, such as Expose, are not disabled. In addition to adding a copy of the chart to a separate sheet, the same can be added to the current sheet using a variety of keyboard quick access keys. Here's how to add a chart
to the same Choose the data you want to use in the chart. Tap and hold the alt key. If you're on a Mac, replace Option. Click F1. The new chart is created and added to your current sheet along with your data. When you click on F11 or Alt-F1, you create a chart that you don't like, change the chart using built-in templates.
Here's how to change the type of chart: Select a chart. Select the Chart Tools Design tab. Choose the type of change chart. Choose the type of chart you'd like to use. Choose the style of the chart. Choose OK when you're done. If you want to use a predetermined chart style, create a chart that uses chart style, color,
scale settings, and the type of font you want. Then save the chart as a template. Follow these steps to save the new chart template: click the right button on the chart to open the contextual menu. Choose Save as a template to open the template dialog window to save the charts. Enter the name of the template in the text
field of the file name. Select Save to save the template and close the dialog window. The chart template file is stored as a .crtx file in the C folder: Documents and username:set-up (AppData) Roaming (Microsoft) Templates-Charts. If you don't need a chart template to be created, remove it to remove it from the template
list in Excel. To remove the chart pattern: Select the Design Tools chart tab. Select the type of change chart to open the change chart type dialog. Select templates to see a list of chart templates. Select Mange Patterns to open a file manager showing saved chart patterns. Click the right button on the chart template that
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